
THE MOST IMPORTANT 

GAME?
THE ONE WHERE
YOUR HEALTH
IS AT STAKE
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THERAPY&
PREVENTION
Paying attention to degenerative
diseases and trauma implications
from the beginning, helps to avoid
future limitations of joint mobility.
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TO PREVENT
IS LIKE 

TO REFEREE
Tough training,

long competitions,
insufficient recoveries
are a hard test for the 

resistance of the joints. 

REGENFLEX® allows to mitigate the stress in 
the most concerned joints and to slow down 
their natural degeneration fast and easily.



ANKLE JOINT

TRAPEZIUM-METACARPAL
 JOINT

SHOULDER 
JOINT

HUMERORADIAL 
JOINT

LATERAL KNEE 
JOINT

FOOT JOINT

HIP JOINT

Main Joints
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The REGENFLEX® products are medical devices 

based on Hyaluronic Acid. The use of the three 

products, either separately or combined, in accor-

dance with the customised protocols, enables to 

restore the normal shock absorbing and lubricating 

functions of the joint. 

REGENFLEX® STARTER e REGENFLEX® are 

made of highly purified Hyaluronic Acid and stimulate 

a fast functional recovery, combined with an immediate 

Hyaluronic Acid: the lubricant for joints

reduction of pain and inflammation. 

The following applications guarantee for a maintenance 

of the obtained results. 

REGENFLEX® BIO-PLUS contains cross-linked 

and intercalated Hyaluronic Acid that acts directly on 

the pain receptors.

The special slow-release composition can restore da-

maged cartilage and to preserve the obtained results 

over a long time. 

The Hyaluronic Acid is a fundamental component of the synovial fluid – the lubricant of the 
joints.  Various factors, among which age and traumas, cause a gradual loss of this sub-
stance. The intra-joint administration helps to:

PREVENT THE NATURAL
DEGENERATION OF THE JOINTS 

RESTORE THE VISCO-ELASTIC
PROPERTIES OF THE SYNOVIAL FLUID 

REDUCE PAIN AND INFLAMMATION IMPROVE JOINT MOBILITY 



135 presences in Serie A and as many in Serie B, 3 in Italian Cup Finals, one in the Supercup in Beijing. 
From his debut in 1997 up to the Mauro Award in 2008. In just a few years Emidio Morganti shot the top, 
being awarded the AIC Prize as the best referee in 2010. 

What consequences can there be 
to so much physical exercise?
Already at the age of 18 I was operated 

on the knee, which signed the end of my 

career as football player. Or maybe in a 

way, it was the beginning of my career 

as referee. The second operation on the 

knee is more recent, on the eve of my 

50s. By my very nature I am prone to 

the chondral disease (a disorder of the 

cartilage tissue, Ed.), and the continuous 

stress my joints were subject to on the 

football field, certainly, did not help. Had 

I used Regenflex at the age of 25-30, I 

surely would have limited the damages. 

Do you think prevention is 
useful for athletes? 
I think it is useful for everyone, and es-

pecially for athletes. In a certain way, 

these products prolong the career and 

improve the quality of life. To prevent is 

like to referee. When your own health 

is at stake, you have to make your best 

bet. The prize is a life without limitations 

and without physical impairments. 

For how long have you been 
using Regenflex products? 
For almost two years now, with treatment 

cycles that I repeat every six months. I use all 

three products according to the protocol that 

suits my conditions. At the time being I am in 

a post-traumatic phase recovering from an 

operation, and the advantages are noticeable: 

reduced pain, functional recovery, recovery of 

the joint mobility. Without them I am not sure I 

could do what I do. Clearly, I would feel much 

pain and my mobility would be reduced.  

Do you practice any sports?
Yes, I practice triathlon, with competi-

tions and trainings that can last up to 

six hours. Regenflex is very helpful for 

my knees. However, shortly I will be us-

ing it for my shoulders, too as I stress 

them through swimming. Especially 

with Regenflex Bio-Plus, the innovative 

cross-linked Hyaluronic Acid,I recovered 

in record times from my knee operation. 

I immediately returned to the swimming 

pool, shortly after I was riding a bicycle 

and soon I will be running again. 

I know I can rely on this intra-joint inject-

able, and this helps me to stay in good 

shape and gives me mental support. It 

gives me hope and makes me believe 

in my abilities. And I know I can get bet-

ter fast.  My target moves forward, even 

after turning 50. 

Which Regenflex benefit could 
you never do without?
The absence of pain at night and during 

exercise. Many people will understand 

me as it is truly troublesome not to be 

able to sleep properly because of joint 

pain. That, and the joy of having back my 

mobility which I thought to have lost for 

good. All this at an incomparable price-

quality ratio. I know this is the right way, 

because my orthopaedist is satisfied of 

the results just as I am. 

This is why I am sure I will be running 

again.

Exclusive 
interview 
with the former football referee

Emidio Morganti
edited by Alessia Gabrielli



KEEP RUNNING
“Let your limits be like the horizon…

the closer you get, the farther they seem.”
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Emidio Morganti is a former football referee and Italian referee manager. 
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